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Abstract. Emotion regulation is a topic that has considerable impact in our eve-
ryday lives, among others emotional biases that affect our decision making. A 
serious game that was built in order to be able to train emotion regulation is 
presented and evaluated here. The evaluation consisted of a usability testing and 
then an experiment that targeted the difficulty of the game. The results sug-
gested adequate usability and a difficulty that requires the player to engage in 
managing their emotion in order to have a winning strategy. 

1 Introduction 
This work was a part of the Europeans project xDELIA (Xcellence in Decision-
making through Enhanced Learning in Immersive Applications, www.xdelia.org), 
which tried to improve decision making by training emotion regulation, thus lowering 
impact from emotional biases. The game presented here, Space Investor, is a redesign 
of a simple shooting game that was affected by the players’ arousal level, called the 
Aiming Game [1]. The Space Investor game was created in order to support emotion 
regulation training, using the concepts presented here. The other theme of this work 
was to evaluate if Space Investor was difficult in a way that actually could support 
training of emotion regulation capabilities. 

Biofeedback is the concept of displaying specific bodily signals to the subject in 
order to make them explicit, so that the subject may change his or her behaviour. This 
has been a successful approach for teaching a variety of concepts such as e.g. pain 
regulation [2], lowering of blood pressure [3], and anger management [4]. Recently, 
studies involving games with biofeedback has been carried out where the main goal 
was to increase the quality of interaction by modifying the game in real time [5, 6]. 
These two concepts came together in the work described here by facilitating learning 
with a game that will encourage, by changing difficulty, a specific bio-physiological 
state. 

Emotions can generally be classified by the independent components arousal and 
valence [7], where arousal represents excitement level and valence defines whether 
the arousal is positive or negative. This means that emotions can be visualized where 
arousal and valence defines each axis, and both need to be controlled in order to con-
trol emotions. There are methods for extracting and interpreting valence from e.g. 
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electromyography (EMG) measuring devices [8], as well as arousal from e.g. heart 
rate (HR) [9] or galvanic skin response (GSR) [10]. 

In order to make Space Investor a convenient, usable, and affordable game, heart 
rate was chosen for Space Investor to measure arousal and alter the gameplay. It is a 
signal that is easily measured, due to the large electric activity from the heart. Also, 
the sensors are very unlikely to fall off or be affected by movement since various 
heart rate monitors are designed on the same principles (waistband and wireless con-
nection) that are used in sports (e.g. [11]). The reason to include only arousal was to 
avoid an unnecessarily complex experience for the players, i.e. a multi-factored affec-
tive game system. The sensor system used is the Movisens and xAffect system [12], 
which calculates arousal and feed it into the game. 

2 Game Description  

The aim of the game is to navigate the spaceship from one planet to another in space, 
collecting resources and destroying obstacles on the way. The ship is carrying goods, 
which are to be delivered on the destination planet, together with the resources the 
player managed to pick up on the way there. The game is structured with different 
levels, where each level consists of a travel route between two planets. The game is 
presented in 3D and the camera is set to the front of a spaceship, which means that the 
player will not actually see the ship (First person view, see Fig. 1). Because Space 
Investor is a serious game that is developed through EU-funding, a very neutral set-
ting was desirable. The choice of space and asteroids was deemed sufficient for this, 
since no hostile action can be taken against another living thing. 

 

Fig. 1. View of game screen 
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2.1 Gameplay 

Space Investor is a single-player game in which the player tries to avoid getting hit by 
asteroids by shooting them down. The player cannot die in the game, only lose re-
sources. The spaceship is constantly moving forward through space and is frequently 
approached by asteroids that must be shot down in order for the ship not to get hit. 
Occasionally the player will encounter resources which are collected automatically 
when they hit the ship, but are immediately destroyed if the player shoots at them. 
There is a third, hybrid type of asteroids (resource asteroids) that need to be shot at 
before they turn into resources. 

2.2 Input 

When playing the game, the ship is automatically moving forward in the space envi-
ronment without the need for player input. The main goal is to aim and shoot at dif-
ferent object. This is done with the mouse buttons, left for the primary weapon and 
right for the secondary. The indirect (meaning: not under direct conscious control) 
input from the player is the heart rate that is registered and then calculated into an 
arousal value with the Movisens system [12]. This arousal value will distort the game 
and make it harder when the arousal is too high. 

2.3 Difficulty Level 

When developing a serious game, such as the Space Investor game, it must be taken into 
consideration the fact that the target group may not be experienced game players or have 
the incentive to go through a steep learning curve. Therefore, the game should be designed 
to be playable by all types of people, ranging from hard core gamers to completely inexpe-
rienced players. In the case of the Space Investor game there is a delicate line where play-
ers must feel pressured and perceive the game as hard no matter how experienced they 
may be, at the same time as not perceiving the game to be too difficult for them to even 
try. When progressing between levels two factors will be affected.  

─ Asteroid spawn rate will be lower, meaning there will be shorter distance between 
asteroids spawning, resulting in more asteroids in less time. 

─ Various types of asteroids and resources will appear, making it harder to distinguish 
the ones that will give resources and the ones that need to be shot down. 

2.4 Arousal Effects 

In order to train emotion regulation during the game, it is important that the game is 
sufficiently challenging in the aspect of emotional control, in order to elicit an emo-
tional response. In the game these effects are explained with the bio-physiological 
interface of the ship and when the physical state of the player is undesired, the ship’s 
functions are working at a suboptimal level. The higher arousal, the bigger each of the 
effects will be. The elements affected are 

─ Speed: The ship’s speed is increasing if high arousal levels are detected. This 
makes the game harder since asteroids will hit the ship faster and also spawn with 
higher frequency (in time). The normal speed of the ship is 100 space units per 
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second, with up to another 100 space units depending on arousal level. This means 
that the speed will double if the player has an arousal level on a maximum distance 
from the wanted value. The time it takes to reach the next planet is thus shorter 
when the player is aroused. 

─ Aiming Offset: A randomized offset from the aiming point will be present when 
unwanted levels of arousal occur. This is meant to make the game harder since the 
targets will be harder to hit in general. With the help of a double cosine function, a 
fractal movement pattern is created. The arousal value determines the amount the 
fractal function is allowed to affect the aiming. The functions are Xn = Xn-

1+arousal*50(3*cos(0.6t)+cos(πt) for movement along the x-axis and Yn=Yn-

1+arousal*50(3*cos(0.75t)+cos(πt) for movement along the y-axis, where t is the 
time in milliseconds since the last frame. 

─ Blur. The blur is primarily a means to make it hard for the player to distinguish be-
tween resources and asteroids, rendering the player to mistakenly shoot down re-
sources.  

─ Shields: The spaceship has shields in order to protect it from asteroids; these are 
weakened as a result of arousal levels and damage levels will increase. Damage 
will make the player to lose resources and the camera will shake (more damage 
equals longer shake time). 

An overview of the difficulty and the specific settings used can be found in Table 1, 
where the arousal effects for each level can be found, as well as the spawn rate for 
asteroids. The spawn rate worked as when 600 space units had been travelled (for 
level 0) a new asteroid was spawned. 

Table 1. The difficulty settings for each level. Spawn rate is measured in space units, resources 
have a constant spawn rate of 500. 

Level 

 Arousal effects 
Asteroid spawn 

rate 
Resource asteroid 

spawn rate 

0 None 600 n/a

1 Speed 560 n/a

2 Speed, aiming 540 n/a

3 Speed, aiming, blur 520 n/a

4 Speed, aiming,  
blur, shields 

500 520

2.5 Weapons 

To enhance the support for an immersive experience and the drive for self enhance-
ment in the game, various weapons existed. This was also so that players’ could 
choose their own strategy when playing. During gameplay, the player was equipped 
with two weapons (one for left mouse button, and one for the right one) at all times. 
This made it a strategic choice about which guns the player should choose and use. 
Each weapon has the two attributes damage and cooldown time, which is the amount 
of time before the weapon can be fired again.  
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─ Main Cannon: The main cannon was the default weapon that all players received 
from the very beginning of the Space Investor game. It is designed to have a rather 
standardized functionality, which should be recognizable by most semi-
experienced players, a low damage with a low cooldown time. 

─ Bomber: The Bomber is a slow but powerful weapon that acts as an auxiliary wea-
pon. It can destroy any obstacle in one hit but has a long cool down period before it 
can be used again making it rather powerless against multiple targets. 

3 Testing of the Game 

The game was tested in two ways, a small usability play testing with the focus on 
what players thought about the game and a larger that tested different hypotheses in 
the xDELIA project as well as data directly relevant to the game. The same game 
setup was used in both cases (see Table 1.), consisting of five levels with a length of 
each 18.000 space units (a maximum of 180 seconds play time, depending on arous-
al). It is worth noting that level four had resource asteroids that will damage the ship 
if not shop down, but will turn into resources if they are shot down. 

3.1 Usability Test 

The play testing evaluation of the Space Investor game was done with five partici-
pants, all students at Blekinge Institute of Technology. All players filled in the game 
experience questionnaire (GEQ) [13] and the system usability scale (SUS) [14]. They 
have both been used in earlier work to assess serious games [1]. The answers in both 
questionnaires range from “1 – not at all” to “5 – completely”. See Fig. 2 for GEQ 
(scores can range from 1 to 5). The average result across all players regarding the 
SUS was 81.5, out of a total of 100. 

 

Fig. 2. Average GEQ results 
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3.2 Experiment Testing
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perform better. This is in line with the purpose of the game; to encourage emotion 
regulation training. 

Regarding the Kruskal-Wallis test together with Spearman’s correlation it was in-
terpreted as the game became easier the more times it was played, meaning that the 
game is not too easy and there is room for improvement. It cannot be distinguished 
between if players get less stressed by the game or if they are better at regulating their 
emotions, since these variables are interdependent.  

When Space Investor was designed, the purpose was that it should punish high 
arousal levels, which it very much does according to the gameplay data. During level 
one to four, people are twice as likely to be hit by an asteroid when experiencing high 
arousal compared with low. It is also progressively harder the longer the game is 
played. A next step in research would be to find out at what difficulty levels people 
start feeling too frustrated and give up, as well as when the optimal training is 
achieved and tune the game variables accordingly.  

The conclusion drawn from this work was that while Space Investor might not be 
the game with impactful game experience, it is very usable. Also, it fulfils its purpose 
by having the optimal strategy being that players need to regulate their arousal levels 
in order to succeed. Learning effects were seen, but they cannot be attributed to either 
game adaption or a better emotion regulation capability. 
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